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Logan sighed and said, “Grandma, during this period of time, my father,
grandfather, and I have used all the connections we can find and asked them to
persuade the Caesar family to let the matter go. However, they are unyielding in
their stand, and it didn’t matter who went.

They are determined to deal with the Black family! Russell’s slap had made
Richard very angry, and he vowed to use all the resources of the Caesar family to
deal with us!” Logan explained.

“What?”

“The Black family will then cease to exist!”

Everyone in the Black family panicked.

“Grandma, there is no other solution. The Caesar Family has set their hearts to
be ruthless this time! Their target is not only the Black Family but the entire South
City!” Logan pointed out the facts.

The Black family was just a sacrifice.

“I can’t accept this!” Meredith cried out, on the verge of tears.

“Grandma, there is only one way now…” Logan said.

“What is it?” Everyone in the Black family looked over to him.



“Surrender to the Caesar family and give up everything to them!” Logan then
glanced at them and whispered, “In addition to that, hand over Russell, Levi, and
Zoey to them!”

“Only by compromising in this way will the Caesar family let us go! Otherwise, we
will end up exterminated!” Logan’s proposal resonated among the members of
the Black family.

Bailey and the others agreed one after another, “Yes, that’s right. Where there’s
life, there’s hope. We can always rise again!”

Meredith and Robert exchanged glances, and they said helplessly, “Well, it can
only be so.”

“Grandpa, Grandma, don’t be stressed out! First of all, Russell is just an adopted
son. Secondly, Aunt Caitlyn’s family was already expelled from the Black family.
So, these people are not essential. It’s okay to give them up.” Logan said.

Everyone looked at each other.

What he said was true.

They were not the direct bloodline of the Black family.

Hence, it would make more sense to give these people up to preserve the Black
family’s direct lineage.

“Okay, let’s do it!” Meredith gritted her teeth and decided.

Although Zoey and her family were a distance away from them and could not
hear what everyone was discussing, they were all smart enough to understand
what was going on.

“Looks like Grandpa and Grandma are going to abandon us…” Zoey said.



Caitlyn was already sobbing uncontrollably, and Aaron was visibly stressed.

Zoey understood through this incident that the Black family still didn’t accept
them.

At that moment, all she could feel were grievances and grief.

Darling, where are you?

Zoey missed Levi very much.

Later on, a few days passed by quickly.

Yet, Levi still did not appear.

In a blink of an eye, the day where the Black family and the Caesar family were
due for a battle had finally arrived.

“Haha, are you still waiting foolishly? He already ran away!” Logan sneered.

Zoey stubbornly shook her head, “No! My husband will show up!”

Caitlyn and Aaron roared with anger, “You still believe him at this time? It’s over
for us! Why don’t you ask him to show up now?”

“I…” Zoey muttered under her breath worriedly.

Where’s Levi?

“The biggest regret in my life is marrying my daughter to this scumbag!” Aaron
shouted and threw a fist at the wall violently.



Caitlyn added helplessly, “Me too! The worst thing that happened in my life was
meeting Levi.”

In their opinion, this incident happened all because of Levi.

On the other hand, both Abigail and Russell said in unison, “Don’t worry. He will
show up!”

Soon afterward, there was a noise outside the Black family’s manor.

The Caesar family was here…


